ABSTRACT A local density functional theory of the ground electronic states of atoms and molecules is generated from three assumptions: (i) The energy functional is local. (ii) The chemical potential of a neutral atom is zero. (iii) The energy of a neutral atom of atomic number Z is -0.6127 Z7/3. The energy functional is shown to have the form E[p] = Aofp5/3dT + -BoN2/3fp4/3dr + Svpdr where AO = 6.4563 and Bo = 1.0058. The first term represents the electronic kinetic energy, the second term represents the electron-electron repulsion energy for N electrons, and the third term is the nucleus-electron attraction energy. The energy E and the electron density p are obtained and discussed in detail for atoms; their general properties are described for molecules. For any system the density becomes zero continuously at a finite distance from nuclei, and contours of the density are contours of the bare-nuclear potential v. For an atomic species of fractional charge q = 1 -(N/Z), an energy formula is obtained, -E/Z2N113 = 0.6343 + 0.1721q, which fits Hartree-Fock energies of 625 atoms and ions with root-mean-square error of 0.0270. A more general local density functional involving a coefficient B(N) = BoN2/3 + B1 is briefly considered. For the ground state of an atomic or molecular electronic system, Hohenberg and Kohn (1) have shown that there exists a stationary principle determining the spin-free electron density p = p(l) = NS--S14I2 dwdx2. dxN and the electronic energy E, having the form
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ATOMS
Rather than to start from [6] and prove [7] , it is convenient first to carry through the whole analysis assuming [7] and then to demonstrate how [7] can be proved rather than assumed. With the nuclear potential in the atom given by
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Introduce the parameter R by the formula
Then [11] becomes Aop2/3 + BoN2/3pl/3 + Z[(1/R) -(1/r)] = 0.
[13] The value of R is determined by the normalization condition [2] . The density becomes zero continuously at r = R; it could not be normalized if the atom did not have a finite radius. All of this follows from an analysis of the natural boundary conditions for the problem (4). * To obtain the final formula in the most compact form, let [14] 32 and 33 show that this produces the identities EL0 =-TLO = (3/7)Vneo = -3Vee,L (neutral atoms).
[36] It also follows that 6 has the same value for all neutral atoms, 6(N = Z), the value of which is determined by solution of the [37]
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[43] [ Consider now the question whether [7] could have been derived as a consequence of some other postulate. The answer is yes, if one assumes [46] itself and unknown A(N) and B(N), one finds on working the whole theory through that dA(N)/dN = 0 and dB(N)/dN = (2/3) (B/N), which give just [7] .
CALCULATIONS ON ATOMS By [43] , all quantities which are functions of a are functions of N/Z. Or, they may be taken to be functions of the fractional deviation from neutrality, the parameter q = (Z -N)/Z. Fig. 1 ,j has a root-mean-square error of 0.0334, or typically about 5%, whereas the best least-squares linear fit of the same data, given by the formula -E(N,Z)/Z2NI/3 = 0.6343 + 0.1721q, [47] has a root-mean-square error of 0.0270, just a little less. The value of Ao for the theoretical curve was chosen to make unity the average over the whole data set of the ratio of computed to Hartree-Fock energy. Actual Hartree-Fock energy components do not confirm the prediction of a constant rF value for a given value of q, but they do confirm the prediction from Table 1 that a decrease in N for a given Z should decrease the rF value. Negative ions exist in this model, for all values of q greater than -0.5. However, electron affinities of neutral atoms are negative. Fig. 2 shows the radial distribution functions for the species Ne+2, Ne, and Ne-2, as determined from [13]- [16] . Also shown on the figure is the Hartree-Fock distribution function for Ne. The comparison is favorable, but it is less so for atoms of higher Z. As Z increases, the whole local density functional density shrinks as Z-'/3, whereas real densities retain more slowly dying-off tails.
MOLECULES
The molecular problem is formally the same as the atomic problem, the only difference being that the nuclear potential is given by [4] instead of by [10] . This potential is itself the variable in terms of which the density can be expressed. One obtains for any molecule, for any nuclear configuration, the result that it has a finite size, with its electron density extending from the nuclei out to the surface (or surfaces) at which the nuclear potential has the maximum value vmax, at which the density becomes zero continuously. [48]
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t For previous discussions of this problem, see the works of Fraga (5, 6) , Goodisman (7), and March and White (8 Completion of the analysis for any molecule requires carrying through the quadratures implied in [6] Ruedenberg (12) , and others has revealed that such constancies persist for molecules. The present analysis provides a physical basis for regularities of this kind, and extends them to charged species.
The implied assumption of local density functional theory is that the approximation Charge densities obtained from theories employing [52] nevertheless are deficient in comparison with actual densities; they fall to zero too fast, especially for high Z. This is a firm prediction from local density functional theory. It should prove an advantage when one proceeds to develop the nonlocal contributions to the theory by gradient expansion methods, because the finite boundaries of the local approximation permit inclusion of higher-order gradient corrections than otherwise would be possible.
To assume chemical potentials of neutral atoms to be zero denies an essential characteristic of actual atoms, but nevertheless it is natural in the simplest local theory.
It will be interesting to study incorporation of [52] into various other models. One 
